Abstract-In this paper and attached video, we present a third-generation expert system named Knowledge Amplification by Structured Expert Randomization (KASER) for which a patent has been filed by the U.S. Navy's SPAWAR Systems Center, San Diego, CA (SSC SD). KASER is a creative expert system. It is capable of deductive, inductive, and mixed derivations. Its qualitative creativity is realized by using a tree-search mechanism. The system achieves creative reasoning by using a declarative representation of knowledge consisting of object trees and inheritance. KASER computes with words and phrases. It possesses a capability for metaphor-based explanations. This capability is useful in explaining its creative suggestions and serves to augment the capabilities provided by the explanation subsystems of conventional expert systems.
not employ other search than that used for information retrieval. However, Lin and Vitter [3] also proved that learning must be domain-specific in order to be tractable. This fundamental need for domain-specific knowledge is in keeping with the "unsolvability of the randomization problem" [4] . This proof introduced the concept of knowledge amplification. Production rules are expressed in "situation action" form. Such rules, once discovered to be in error, are corrected through acquisition. Conventionally, a new rule must be acquired for each correction. This process may be called "linear learning." While knowledge may be defined to be synonymous with a corpus of rules in the realm of information technology, this paper introduces a more precise meaning for the term-one that is consistent with first principles of randomization [1] , [4] . Here, we define knowledge to be a relative term, which refers to any semantic randomization of information (i.e., data).
The key to breakthroughs in the creation of intelligent software is in dealing with the knowledge acquisition bottleneck [5] [6] [7] . Learning how to learn depends fundamentally on representing knowledge in the form of a distributed society of experts. That is, domain-specific representations must be networked to achieve greater generality. Minsky's work [8] on brain-like networked representations of knowledge led to the development of intelligent agent architectures. Furthermore, it has been independently shown [4] , [9] , [10] that in order for machine-learning paradigms to be scalable, the representational formalism itself must be included in the definition of domain-specific learning.
Relatively recent evidence from neuroscience shows that there are parts of the brain that control other parts with far less restrictions on the kind of procedures that can be called "brain like" than is allowed by current connectionist theory [11] .
KASER is a knowledge amplifier based on the principle of structured expert randomization. This principle refers to the use of basic (fundamental) knowledge in the capture and reduction of a larger, dependent space of knowledge (not excluding selfreference). In KASER, the user supplies declarative knowledge in the form of a semantic tree using single inheritance.
Conventional expert systems generate cost curves below the breakeven line. In conventional expert systems, cost increases with scale and the increase is never better than linear. In the case of KASER, the cost decreases with scale and is always better than linear, unless the domain is asymmetric (random). Perfectly (asymmetric) random domains are trivial constructs and are not encountered in the construction of practical applications [1] , [12] . Conversely, perfectly symmetric (nonrandom) domains are also trivial and are also not found in practice [1] .
In other words, a perfectly random domain would not have embedded patterns (true random numbers), while a perfectly symmetric domain would be infinitely compressible (free of information content). Clearly, such constructs are strictly artificial. Again, we find that the more symmetric the operational domain, the less the cost of knowledge acquisition. It always holds that the virtual rule space is much larger than the real rule space.
The KASER is patent-pending. In 2002, the U.S. Navy's SPAWAR Systems Center (SSC), San Diego filed a patent application (NC 83 014) with the USPTO, which details further claims pertaining to the KASER system [30] .
This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we introduce the notion of qualitative fuzziness. Details of KASER's heuristic search algorithm are described in Section III. Declarative objects are discussed in Section IV. Next, an example of KASER is presented in Section V. Finally, conclusions are given in Section VI.
II. QUALITATIVE FUZZINESS
KASER defines a production system that can automatically acquire a virtual rule space that is exponentially larger than the actual rule space. If one assumes that a correctly induced rule lies within the indefinite space of a valid rule, then one can represent the inductive process using a probability density function. Here, the random variable has the error density function where , and is a suitable constant. Since is a density function, it follows that so that Then, with a likelihood of error (i.e., the chance that any one induction is erroneous) defined by Moreover, the generalization mechanism will have bounded error. Other than for a straightforward user-query process, it will operate without any a priori knowledge supplied by the user.
To begin, we define a production rule to be an ordered pair whose first member is a set of antecedent predicates and whose second member is an ordered list of consequent predicates. Predicates can be numbers or words [13] , [14] . Antecedents are represented by a conjunct of Boolean functions (or equivalent); while, consequents are represented by a sequence of procedural actions (or equivalent).
Previously unknown words or phrases can be recursively defined in terms of known ones. For example, the moves for the Queen in chess (unknown) can be defined in terms of the union of the moves for a Bishop and for a Rook. This is a union of property lists. Other set operations may likewise be used (intersection, difference). The use of fuzzy set operators here ("almost the same as") pertains again to computing with words [13] [14] [15] .
KASER systems can be classified as Type I and Type II, depending on their characteristics. In a Type I KASER, words and phrases are entered through the pull-down menus. The user is not allowed to enter new words or phrases if an equivalent semantics already exists in the menu. In that manner, semantically identical concepts ("Hello" and "Hi") are not ascribed a distinct syntax, which would otherwise serve to dilute the efficiency of the learning mechanism. In a Type II KASER, distinct syntax may be equated to yield the equivalent normalized semantics. The idea in a Type II KASER is to ameliorate the inconvenience of using a data entry menu with scale. For example, a child may ask: "What is a bird?" The reply is: "It is an animal that flies." His subsequent question is: "What is an animal?" with the reply: "It is a living thing." It is understood that the reply, "It is a living thing." is atomic. It defines the semantics for the preceding three phrases. The associated semantics may be subject to evolution. In a Type II KASER, selection lists are replaced with semantic equations from which the list problem is automatically solved. In this paper we restrict our presentation to a Type I KASER.
III. HEURISTIC SEARCH ALGORITHM FOR KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION
KASERs can amplify a knowledge base. In this section, we present a relatively high-level view of the KASER heuristic search algorithm. It represents an advance in the design of intelligent systems because of its capability for symbolic learning and qualitative fuzziness. We have included a supplementary file named KASER.gif. KASER.gif is a 1.9 Mbyte video file in GIF format that illustrates the operation of KASER using two examples of knowledge bases. Also attached is a README.txt file that contains instructions on how to best view the video. This will be available at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org. The reader is encouraged to view the video Attachment 1, which clarifies the knowledge acquisition algorithm and illustrates the KASER system.
One of the principle advantages afforded by conventional expert systems is that they provide for a clean separation of the inference engine from the knowledge base, which facilitates maintenance. Here, the context (i.e., current instance of the state space) may match the candidate rule antecedent (i.e., the conditional conjunct in the schema, If condition then action sequence, or consequent), in which case an agenda mechanism is used to decide which matched rule to execute, or fire (most-specific match, first to match, chance match.) [16] , [17] . KASERs follow the same rule-firing principle-only the pattern-matching algorithm is necessarily more complex and embeds the conventional approach as its degenerate case. For example, conventional expert systems cannot match a context (the object predicate "CAR") with an isomorphic rule antecedent (the object predicate "AUTOMOBILE"). Nor can they match this context against an antecedent instance (the object predicate "HONDA") or against an antecedent generalization (the object predicate, "VEHICLE"). KASER's make use of a dynamic tree structure, which defines the relation among conceptual predicates (e.g., FORD and HONDA are semantically related in that both are instances of AUTOMOBILE) and makes such a computing with words possible [4] , [13] [14] [15] .
In a KASER, the search for any contextual match must be ordered along gradients of nonincreasing validity of match. This is necessary to insure the nondecreasing performance of the learning mechanism. First, notice that the greater the number of edges separating two conceptual predicates in a tree ( Fig. 1) , the weaker the relation. (The absence of a path defines an infinite separation.) Predicate trees are not directed because the traversal algorithm needs to be capable of moving from sibling to sibling. Next, observe that instantiation preserves validity, whereas generalization allows for creativity. For example, if a given engine (e.g., a ramjet) can run on any "FUEL," then it will run on any instance of "FUEL" (ALCOHOL). Conversely, if an automobile engine can run on "GASOLINE," then it may or may not run on some generalization of "GASOLINE" (a sibling node, which by definition is an instance of a generalization) ("METHANE"). Of course, multiple predicates will need to be matched at most trials. Some matches will be direct as is the case with conventional expert systems, others will be instantiations to a greater or lesser degree, and some will necessarily be generalizations to a greater or lesser degree. Clearly, generalizations are matched as a last resort because they will greatly lower the probability of a valid result. The approach taken here fails softly, which also serves to differentiate it from conventional expert systems.
To begin with, the predicate-matching algorithm now has predicate generalizations and specializations included in its search space. A context is said to cover a rule antecedent just in case every predicate in that antecedent is matched by a predicate, an instantiated predicate, or a generalized predicate in the supplied context. Whenever the most specific rule is so matched and is the most recent one to be so matched given a tie, then that rules consequent is executed, or fired. The essential task of the algorithm is to minimize the number and degree of erroneous matches in any contextual covering. This is accomplished by taking any predicate instance for a match before any predicate generalization. Given a finite search depth, such a partial ordering is always possible. Moreover, the KASER interacts with the end user to incrementally acquire detailed knowledge in the form of predicate trees and of course rules that take their definition thereof. As the antecedent predicate tree grows in depth and breadth, the error in the aforementioned predicate matching algorithm tends toward zero. Thus, given any closed domain, the KASER will over time converge toward zero error in the creation of new knowledge.
We introduce the reader to the complex KASER algorithm using a very high-level, ten-step conceptual design. Each step will then be described in more detail in what follows. 1) A context is specified by the user and is subsequently, automatically reduced to the fewest terms. 2) The specific stochastic measure, which represents the number of levels of predicate instantiation needed to find a predicate match, is computed.
3) The matching process exits with success or failure, which is defined by temporal and spatial interrupts. 4) The general stochastic measure, which represents the number of levels of predicate generalization needed to find a predicate match, is computed. 5) An ordered least specific followed by a least general gradient search to match the constituent contextual predicates is performed. 6) The matching process exits with success or failure, based on the execution of the defined interrupts. 7) Where the system predicts an action sequence that is deemed to be erroneous, the knowledge engineer may specify an appropriate consequent, which in turn may additionally query the user to elicit further context. 8) An explanation subsystem is provided that uses specialization and generalization based similarity matches in the predicate trees to immediately provide the user with metaphorical explanations. 9) Given the inexact or fuzzy qualitative nature of the inductive process for rule generation, it follows that distinct distributed system outputs can, in principle, be fused to yield a network of even faster learning systems. 10) The user can manually direct the system to perform a more informed or deeper search than can sometimes be automatically achieved through the insertion of expansion markers, which inform the inference engine to pattern match all expansions of the designated predicate(s) to the designated depth. We further clarify the complex algorithm for the firing mechanism by using an example. Note that tree traversal operations may be applied to the context and/or the antecedent predicates to make a more efficient algorithm. Also, error estimates are dynamically based on experience (domain-specific feedback) with each type of match. 1) First, antecedent menus are used to specify a contextual conjunct. For example, such a context might specify that my car is a Honda and that it will not start (HONDA & NOT_START). The antecedent menus allow navigation of a generalization tree to arrive at the desired conjunct (VEHICLE AUTOMOBILE HONDA). The context is then iteratively normalized (reduced to the fewest terms) using the tree grammar. Such grammars may be created semi-automatically [18] . The reduction rules, which are iteratively applied in any order-allowing for concurrent processing are a) Given that is a generalized predicate in the antecedent tree and are instance predicates in this tree, where , then replace with just in case all of the right-hand side (RHS) is present in the context. This step should be iteratively applied to conclusion before proceeding to the next step. b) Given and and then if , , , are all present in the context, then remove , , because they are subsumed by . It is never necessary to repeat the first step after conclusion of the second.
This results in contextual normalization being realized in linear time in terms of the number of conjuncts and the depth of search. 2) Secondly, compute the specific stochastic measure, which is indicative of the degree of predicate instantiation taken in the antecedent tree. For example, consider the antecedent grammar: ; , where , , , , and are labeled conjuncts (Fig. 1 ). Their level in the tree relates predicates. For example, at level 0, one might have the object predicate "AUTOMOBILE" (e.g., predicate in Fig. 1 ), while level 1 would have the object predicate, "HONDA" (e.g., predicate
in Fig. 1 
), where Honda is an instance of automobile (and terminal in this case).
In what follows, the first pair of braces enclose the specified context, while the second pair of braces enclose a specified rule-base antecedent, which will be tested to see if it is covered (fired) by the specified context. Disjuncts are separated by commas and otherwise conjunction is implied.
a)
covers and matches the first at level 0. That is, the rule's antecedent predicates need not be expanded for a match. The first covered match, if any, which does not have a covered superset, is the one to be fired-a result that follows from the method of transposition. Thus, the associated rule is fired. b) matches nothing at the level 0 expansion, so the rule antecedent is expanded with the result, where the are both primitives and can be matched, but not expanded again by definition (the designation is for the sake of computational efficiency) ( Fig. 1) . Here, is matched at level 1 by in the context (one level removed from the starting point in the search tree). c) matches nothing at the level 0 expansion, so the rule antecedent is expanded with the result, , which matches at level 1 because ( OR ) AND were matched ( Fig. 1 ). An attempt was not made to expand because it was prematched by the existing context. This economy is possible as a result of prenormalizing the context. d) The method of transposition is applied to the rule antecedent in the above step yielding the result,
. Transposition insures that the most recent match will be taken in the event of a tie. e) Each matched rule antecedent fires a rule consequent, which if not primitive, matches exactly one row header in the algorithm (a unique integer) and step (2) iterates. f) Maintain a global sum of the number of levels of expansion for each row for each consequent term. The specific stochastic measure is the maximum of the number of levels of expansion used for each consequent term.
3) Next, exit the matching process with success (for a row) or failure based on reaching the primitive levels, a timerinterrupt, a forced interrupt, and/or using the maximum allocated memory. 4) Then, if a sequence of consequent actions has been attached, the sequence is pushed onto a stack in reverse order such that each item on the stack is expanded in a depth-first manner. A parenthesized sequence of actions will make clear the hierarchy. Set the general stochastic measure (GSM) to zero.
As an example defining the use of stochastic measure, observe that Toyota and Ford are members of the class, car. If Toyota is generalized to obtain car, which is subsequently instantiated to obtain Ford (an analog), then the general and specific stochastic measures would both be equal to one. The general stochastic measure (GSM) represents the number of levels of expansion for a term in one direction and the specific stochastic measure (SSM) represents the number of levels of expansion from this extreme in the opposite direction needed to get a match. The final general (specific) stochastic is taken as the maximum general (specific) stochastic over all terms. The GSM is a measure of generalization and again the SSM is a measure of instantiation. 5) If a match is not found, then, since an expanded rule antecedent is already present, the context is expanded in a breadth-first manner (if enabled by the level of permitted generalization). The search here is for a minimal generalization across all involved predicates to obtain a match. The general stochastic measure, a measure of validity where the aforementioned "tree inductions" are involved, is then computed. (The general stochastic measure is initialized to GSM, where the current context defines the initial presentation of the problem.) a) While a specialized match was sought in step (2), a generalized match is sought here. Expanding the context can lead to redundancies. For example, . Here, the solution is simply not to include any term that is already in the (expanded) context. Stochastic accuracy is thus preserved. Any method that does not preserve stochastic accuracy is not used. b)
failed to be matched in step (2) . Hence, a level 1 expansion of the context is taken: , where is matched at level 1. c) has no matches at level 0. Hence, a level 1 expansion of the context is taken: matches nothing at level 1, so a level 2 expansion of the context is taken: matches OR AND at level 2. The first covered set is the one to be fired (even though both sets are covered), since it does not have a covered superset. Next, the method of transposition is trivially executed with no resulting change in the logical ordering. d) Each matched rule antecedent fires a rule consequent, which if not primitive matches exactly one row header (a unique integer) and step (2) iterates. e) Maintain a count of the maximum number of levels of expansion for the context below the initial level.
The GSM is more formally defined as follows: It is given by the existing GSM (i.e., from expanding rule antecedents) plus the maximum number of levels that the context minimally needs to be expanded. This expansion is necessary to get the "first" match using the method of transposition. This stochastic is represented by the maximum depth for any expansion. The GSM and the SSM measure the maximal depth. The algorithm needs to compute these stochastics for each antecedent predicate term so that the best match is fired. f) If the context fails to be matched, then generalize each term in the starting context one level up in the tree. Remove any redundancies from the resulting generalization. If the generalized context differs from the starting context, then add one to GSM and go to step (5) . Otherwise, go to step (6) . For example, the starting context is generalized (one step) to yield . If this now covers a rule antecedent, then the general stochastic measure is one. Otherwise, it is subsequently expanded to yield at the first level. Notice that the second has a longer derivation, is redundant, and would never have been added here. Note too that is also a sibling or analog node. If this now covers a rule antecedent, then the general stochastic measure remains one, but the specific stochastic measure is incremented by one to reflect the additional level of specialization. g) Conflict resolution cannot be a deterministic process as is the case with conventional expert systems. This is because the number of predicates in any match must be balanced against the degree of specialization and/or generalization needed to obtain a match. Thus, a heuristic approach is required. The agenda mechanism will order the rules by their size, general stochastic, and specific stochastic measures with recommended weights of 3, 2, and 1, respectively. Note that this is a heuristic setting and subject to further investigation.
6) Exit the matching process with success (for the entire current context for a row) or failure based on reaching the primitive levels, a timer-interrupt, a forced interrupt, and/or using the maximum allocated memory. A memory or primitive interrupt will invoke step (5f). This enables a creative search until a solution is found or a timer-interrupt occurs. It is perfectly permissible to have a concept appear more than once for reasons of economy of reference, or to minimize the stochastic measures (provide confirming feedback). (Similarly, the preclusion of multiple-inheritance in the predicate trees greatly facilitates maintenance operations, which are inherent to any machine learning process given an open domain.) The stochastic measures also reflect the rapidity with which a concept can be retrieved if not cached. 7) Knowledge acquisition: a) New rules are added at the head. b) If exit occurs with failure, or the user deems a selected consequent (in a sequence of consequents) to be in error (trace mode on), then the user navigates the consequent menus to select an attached consequent sequence, which is appropriate for the currently normalized context. c) If the user deems that the selected "primitive" consequent at this point needs to be rendered more specific, then a new row is opened in the grammar and the user navigates the consequent menus to select a consequent sequence to attach. d) A consequent sequence can pose a question, which serves to direct the user to enter a more specific context for the next iteration (conversational learning). Questions should usually only add to the context to prevent the possibility of add/delete cycles. e) Ask the user to eliminate as many specific terms (because the more general terms will tend to match future contexts) from the context as possible (and still properly fire the selected consequent sequence given the assumptions implied by the current row). A context usually consists of a conjunct of terms. This tends to delimit the generality of each term as it contributes to the firing of the consequent. However, once those antecedent terms become fewer in number for use in a subsequent row, then it becomes possible to generalize them while retaining validity. The advantage of generalization is that it greatly increases reusability. Thus, the user needs the capability to substitute a superclass for one or more terms. This implies that perfectly valid entered rules can be replayed with specific (not general) stochastics greater than zero. This is proper, since the specific stochastic preserves . has been eliminated because it is redundant. Also, , is fired just in case AND are true-in which case it represents the most specific selection, since it is a superset of the first set. If the elimination of one or more specific terms causes one or more disjuncts to become proper supersets, then warning message(s) may be issued to enable the user to reflect on the proposed change(s). If the elimination and/or generalization of one or more specific terms enable the firing of another rule in the same row in preference to the generalized rule, then the generalization is rejected as being too general. There is no need to normalize the results, as they would remain in normal form. Besides, any further normalization would counter any necessary speedup. g) A selected consequent number may not have appeared on the trace path so far with respect to the expansion of each consequent element taken individually. Checking here prevents cycle formation. h) It should never be necessary to delete the LFU consequent in view of reuse, domain specificity, processor speed, and available memory relative to processor speed. Nevertheless, should memory space become a premium, then a hierarchy of caches should be used to avoid deletions. 8) A metaphorical explanation subsystem can use the antecedent/consequent trees to provide analogs and generalizations for explanative purposes. The antecedent/consequent paths (root, fix_car, fix_tire) serve to explain the recommended action in a way similar to the use of the antecedent and consequent menus. The antecedent/consequent menus will provide disjunction and "user-help" to explain any level of action on the path. The system inherently implements a fuzzy logic known as computing with words [4] , [14] , [15] (based on the use of conjuncts, descriptive phrases, and tree structures). The virtual rule base is exponentially larger than the real one and only limited by the number of levels in the trees as well as by space-time limitations on breadth-first search imposed by the hardware. 9) A consequent element could be a "do-nothing" element if need be (a Stop Expansion). The provision for a sequence of consequents balances the provision for multiple antecedents. The selected consequent(s) need to be as general class objects as can be to maximize the number of levels and thus the potential for reuse at each level. The consequent grammar is polymorphic, since many such grammars can act (in parallel via the Internet) on a single context with distinct, although complimentary results. Results can be fused as in a multilevel, multicategory associative memory. Multiple context-matched rules may not be expanded in parallel because there can be no way to ascribe probabilities to partially order the competing rules and because any advantage would be lost to an exponential number of context-induced firings. The consequent cannot be ranked by the number of matching terms (for firing the most specific first) because the most specific terms are generally incomparable. However, a covered superset is always more specific than any of its proper subsets. Thus, the first covered set, which does not have a covered superset in the same row, is the one to be fired. If it does have a covered superset, then the superset is fired only if it is the next covered one to be tested in order. It is not appropriate to tag nodes with their level, use a monotonically increasing numbering system, or any equivalent mechanism to prevent the unnecessary breath-first expansion of a node(s) because the menus are dynamic and it would be prohibitively costly to renumber say a terabyte of memory. Node traversal here is not synonymous with node visitation. Even if parallel processors could render the update operation tractable, the search limit would necessarily be set to the depth of the deepest unmatched node. Here, the likelihood of speedup decreases with scale. The contextual terms should only be 'd if this does not interfere with their expansion-even if normalized. Let the context be given as and the RHS be , . Clearly, if the context had , then the might never be matched. 10) Unlike the case for conventional expert systems, a KASER cannot be used to backtrack consequents (goal states) to find multiple candidate antecedents (start states). Also, negation is not used, since the KASER is not a logic in the strictest sense with the attendant advantage of not being subject to essential incompleteness [2] . The problem is that the preimage of a typical goal state cannot be effectively constrained (other than for the case where the general and specific stochastic are both zero) in as much as the system is qualitatively fuzzy. The answer is to use fuzzy programming in the forward-chained solution [19] . This approach allows the user to enter the constraint knowledge that he/she has into the search. For example, if the antecedent menus are used to specify "CAR" and "FUEL" for the context and the consequent is left unconstrained for the moment, then the system will search through all instances, if any, of CAR crossed with all instances of FUEL (to some limiting depth) to yield a list of fully expanded consequents. Generalization-induced system queries, or consequents that pose questions, if any, will need to be answered to enable this process to proceed. Thus, in view of the large number of contexts that are likely to be generated, all interactive learning mechanisms should be disabled or bypassed whenever fuzzy programming is used. CAR and FUEL are themselves included in the search. Each predicate can also be instantiated as the empty predicate in the case of the antecedent menus, if user-enabled. If the only match occurs for the case of zero conjuncts, then the consequent tree is necessarily empty. A method for fuzzy programming [19] , is to simply allow the user to split each conjunct into a set of disjuncts and expand all combinations of these to some fixed depth to obtain a list of contexts. This use of a keyword filter, described below, is optional. For example, the specification yields 23 candidate contexts-including the empty predicate (if one assumes that is primitive and allows for redundancy), which excludes the empty context. The exclamation mark, "!" directs the system to expand the nonterminal that follows it to include (in addition to itself) all of the next-level instances of its class. For example, !CAR would yield (CAR TOYOTA FORD MAZDA HONDA ). Here, lambda denotes the empty predicate and is included as a user option.
A capability for expanding to two or more levels if possible ("!!") is deemed to be nonessential, but permissible (for use with relatively few conjuncts). This follows because the combinatorics grow exponentially. One can always take the most successful context(s) produced by a previous trial, expand predicates to another level using "!s" where desired, and rerun the system. Notice that in this manner the user can insert knowledge at each stage-allowing for a far more informed and thus, deeper search than would otherwise be possible. Moreover, the fuzzy specialization engine will stochastically rank the generalized searches to enable an accurate selection among contexts for possible rerun.
The search may be manually terminated by a user interrupt at any time. The search is not to be automatically terminated subsequent to the production of some limit of contexts because to do so would leave a necessarily skewed distribution of contexts-giving the user a false sense of completeness. It is better to have the user enter a manual interrupt and modify the query subsequently.
A terminated search means that the user either needs to use a faster computer, or more likely, just narrow down the search space further and resubmit the query.
The user may also have used the consequent menus to specify an optional conjunctive list of key phrases, which must be contained in any generated consequent. Those generated consequents, which contain the appropriate keywords or phrases are presented to the user in rank order-sorted first in order of increasing generalization stochastic and within each level of generalization stochastic in order of increasing specialization stochastic (best-first). For example, (general, specific)
Recall that only the specific stochastic preserves validity.
The specified antecedent and consequent classes should be as specific as possible to minimize the search space. Neither the antecedent nor the consequent terms specified by the user are ever generalized. For example, given the consequent class definitions:
The space of generated consequents can be constrained in a manner similar to the way in which the space of generated antecedents is constrained. Thus, one can write This is orthogonal programming: reusing previous paradigms unless there is good reason not to. Here, each candidate solution has been constrained so that it must contain at least one phrase from the four in the COST_PER_MILE class and at least one phrase from the four in the MPG class (including the class name, but excluding the empty predicate). If an asterisk, " " is placed after the arrow, then the compiler is directed not to filter the produced consequents in any way.
The user can make changes wherever (to the antecedents, the consequents, or both) and whenever (interactively) appropriate and rerun the system query. This represents computing with words because fuzziness occurs at the qualitative level. It is not possible for distinct classes to produce syntactically identical phrases because path names are captured using unique identifiers. That is, the identifiers are always unique even if the represented syntax is not. For example, the concept, "paper clip" would have two unique ids-depending if it terminated a path describing office supplies or electrical conductors. It may help to recall that not all paper clips are conductors of electricity and not all conductors of electricity are office supplies. It is not deemed necessary to weight the consequent phrases because instance classes preserve validity (at least in theory) and because it would be otherwise impossible to ascribe weights to combinations of words or phrases. For example, "greased" and "lightning" might be synonymous for fast, but taken together ("greased lightning"), an appropriate weight should be considerably greater than the sum of the partial weights.
To illustrate practical applications of KASERs heuristic search algorithm, we have created the attached KASER.gif, available at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org. It shows two project examples (automotive diagnostics and crystal laser design) and demonstrates how the KASER inference engine uses the predicate trees in the creative reasoning process. Figs. 2-7 (used for discussion purposes in Sections IV and V) are similar to figures included in the video file.
IV. DECLARATIVE OBJECT TREES
Object-oriented methods have been used to develop expert systems (e.g., for power management) [20] . Such methods can also facilitate the representation of decision trees [21] . Here, we consider the innovative use of object-oriented methods for conceptual representation. Figs. 2 and 3 depict the declarative object trees that are used to represent knowledge in a KASER. Auto-repair knowledge is depicted here, but since KASER is a shell, there are few limits placed on the operational domain. One limit however is that the more symmetric the domain, the more creative KASER can be. Thus, KASERs possess no inherent advantage over a conventional expert system for learning random historical information; whereas, they can be far more applicable to symmetric domains such as mathematics or chess for example. Here, the system is far more likely to induce correct new knowledge. No nontrivial domain is entirely random or entirely symmetric [22] .
Declarative object trees are used as follows. In the antecedent tree, instances fall under an object, while generalizations lie over it. The degree of instantiation or generalization is determined by a tree search, which is limited by a user-defined squelch. A certain quanta of knowledge will lead to a certain object consequent in the consequent tree. Additional knowledge will take you to an instance of that object, if available. For example, the fact that it is cloudy and the barometer is falling will take you to the fact that precipitation is likely. Then, given that it is below freezing, the proper instance of precipitation will be snow. Notice how the use of the consequent object tree maximizes the potential for information reuse. Consequents may be selected as a sequential composition. Objects selected from the antecedent menu serve as the conjunctive context. Note that KASER can also be run on object-oriented functions and procedures. For example, a procedure that enumerates prime numbers is an instance of one that enumerates odd numbers, since every prime number excluding two is necessarily odd.
KASER finds declarative antecedent knowledge that informs the system that the three sounds that an engine might make, subject to dynamic modification, are high-pitched, low-pitched, and normal sounds. By generalizing high-pitched sounds one level to SOUNDS (Fig. 2 ) and then specializing it one level, one arrives at the first-level analogy-low-pitched sounds, which enables the user context to be matched and leads to the creation of new knowledge. The consequent tree is depicted in Fig. 3 and is similar to the antecedent tree shown in Fig. 2 . It is used to generalize rule consequents so as to maximize reusability. Object reuse may simultaneously occur at many levels; however, this example depicts only one level for the sake of clarity. There are many more algorithms, settings, and screens than may or need be detailed in this paper.
Declarative object knowledge is acquired through interaction with a knowledge engineer. This is an on-going process for open domains. Just as one can write a simple program and proceed to evolve it, so too can one evolve the declarative object trees. The more evolved the trees, the more accurate will be the induced knowledge where domain symmetry is held constant. For example, the conceptual object, "apples" may be separated into at least two object subclasses; namely, "red apples" and "green apples"-depending on the application. Then, given an appropriate frame, inductive knowledge pertaining to red apples and its instances is more likely to hold than for green apples and vice versa.
KASER is replete with tools for copying objects, moving objects, pasting (single objects), deep pasting (copying whole subtrees), finding object nodes, suggesting next nodes based on level of look-ahead, etc. For example, if one is running a preflight checklist, then after checking the rudder the system will look-ahead one-step and suggest checking the elevator. This helps to prevent omissions in complex contextual specifications.
V. CONVERSATIONAL LEARNING
Limiting the number of levels of induction means limiting system creativity. A limit of zero indicates a disallowance for creativity. For example, in domains such as clinical medicine, one may not want to allow too much creativity lest the possibility of lawsuits will be increased. In artistry, by contrast, one would conceivably allow for unbridled creativity.
Placing limits on the permitted number of levels of deduction is a practical measure. It can serve to delimit an otherwise combinatorial explosion in the search space. More often, it is used to delimit error creep. That is, while deduction does not introduce error in theory, theory assumes infinitely refined object trees. In as much as this cannot be achieved in practice, deductive operations can introduce error; although, the error introduced here will be far less than that introduced by similar inductive operations. Here, the limit of zero indicates no tolerance for error creep.
Microsoft's "Text-to-Speech" program is provided as royalty-free software for enunciating the context, the answer, and the stochastic measures. The use of a multimodal response helps improve user comprehension and retention of system-generated information.
The Knowledge Mining folder may be selected (Fig. 4) by selecting "Program Options" in the Options menu, where the stochastic squelches may be set. Selecting "Correct Decision" will allow the knowledge engineer to correct erroneous rules (Fig. 5) . Selecting "Accept Changes" will streamline the presentation.
Next, we select the context "Nissan Altima 2000 with automatic shifting AND Blue smoke is coming out of the exhaust." In Fig. 5 , notice that while there are similarities between the User Context and the matched Antecedent Context, there are also differences. In particular, the user specified a "Nissan Altima 2000 with automatic shifting AND Blue smoke is coming out of the exhaust." The closest matching rule antecedent found was "Honda Accord 2000 with automatic shifting AND White smoke is coming out of the exhaust." An ordered search algorithm found that this qualitatively fuzzy match will minimize the sum of attendant errors and required the use of at most one level of induction and one level of deduction to achieve. The matching predicates serve as a metaphorical explanation for derived consequent actions, if any.
The Decision Path shows the selected hierarchical path in the consequent object tree. Here, we see, "Vehicle is smoking," followed by "Smoke Questions," followed by smoke question instances. Questions are used to help the user complete an otherwise arduous contextual specification. The specified User Context is inducing the presentation of the question "Do you notice the smoke only before the engine has warmed up?" The Add Node button permits one to add a more specific node to the decision path. The Change Decision button permits one to replace the selected node with any other consequent node. The Delete Node button will delete the selected node along with all of its children. The Expand All and Collapse All buttons are used to expand and contract the decision path respectively. The function of the Show End Path (Show Entire Path) buttons is similar, where the end path refers to the leaf nodes. The Description button provides a pop-up window that contains a textual description of the node, if present. The functionality of the remaining buttons is relatively self-descriptive. Clicking on the Change Node button in Fig. 5 results in bringing up the consequent tree depicted in Fig. 6 . Here, the question is being changed from, "Do you notice the smoke only before the engine has warmed up?" to "Do you notice the smoke at all temperatures?"
The Rule Context Modification Window (Fig. 7) allows the knowledge engineer to generate a most general antecedent to be paired with the rule consequent. A more general antecedent implies a greater potential for reuse.
Contextual predicates are generalized through two means. First, unchecking a contextual predicate will remove it from the antecedent. The resulting more general rule may then be checked for contradiction with the existing rule base by clicking on the Check Current Rule button, which is hidden in Fig. 7 . Similarly, the knowledge engineer may also generalize an included predicate by right clicking on it and selecting one from among the presented hierarchy of generalizations, if any. Again, the resulting more general rule may then be checked for contradiction with the existing rule base as before.
Resulting rules can be acquired by clicking on the Add This Rule button. Clicking on the Skip This Rule button will prevent its acquisition. In this case, one relies on a previously existing rule to navigate to the next level, or the transition will not be possible. Clicking on the Skip Remaining Rules button will preclude the acquisition of any rules here. Using the Add This Rule button, one can add a different rule (including different generalizations) to effect the transition level by level in the tree (precipitation to snow). Again, this maximizes the potential reuse of knowledge because distinct rules can operate at distinct levels in the consequent object hierarchy. This is a key advantage associated with the use of the declarative object trees.
The context, "Nissan Altima 2000 with automatic shifting AND Blue smoke is coming out of the exhaust," is appended with the information that the "smoke is noticed at all temperatures." One level of generalization and specialization are minimally needed to match the resultant context against the present rule base. The answer that results is that there is a Blown Head Gasket. Notice that this diagnosis is not available through the knowledge base or real rule space and is open under strict deduction. Rather, it is synthesized at runtime through the creation of a much larger virtual rule space.
The General Stochastic Measure shows that no less than one level of inductive inference was needed to arrive at the given answer. The answer was correct 90% of the time to date that the process for arriving at it included this GSM. The probability of error here is dependent on the size of the existing knowledge base at the time as well as the degree of domain symmetry (Fig. 8) . Erroneous rules require supervised correction. A property of KASER is that the effects of any correction propagate supra-linearly and bear proportion to the degree of domain symmetry. Fig. 8 illustrates this claim based on empirical evidence. criminants through the use of hidden layers) can never do [23] , [24] . Fig. 8 provides a graphical depiction of empirical KASER learning results for the domain of automotive diagnostics. The most stringent test of learning occurs where the GSM is greater than zero and the yielded consequent is deemed to be correct. In other words, the validity of virtual rules arrived at by inductive processes is subject to investigation.
KASER was "cold-started" for the Honda Accord. Rule (next to fix columns, words go to next column rather than below figure) acquisitions are performed to correct wrong answers. Here, only 2.56% of the 50 contexts presented to the system, which resulted in a were deemed to yield the correct consequent by an oracle [25] . The poor performance is attributed to the sparsely populated knowledge base. We chose the Nissan for our next automobile because it is quite similar to a Honda in all of its salient features. The rule base at this point consists of 141 Honda rules. We proceeded to train the system on Nissan rules. KASER gave the correct consequent for 62.22% of the Nissan contexts, which resulted in a . This striking improvement in performance may be attributed to knowledge transference from the Honda rules. In all, 120 rules were supplied for the Nissan.
Next, a vehicle that is relatively random when compared to the Honda and the Nissan was chosen. Such a vehicle is the Plymouth Voyager. Experiments revealed that only 26.67% of the Voyager contexts, which resulted in a gave the correct consequent. In all, 164 rules were supplied for the Voyager. The drop in performance was to be expected and may be attributed to the relative lack of symmetry between the Voyager and the two cars. However, note that the percent age correct is still greater than that for the Honda due to transference.
Next, KASER gets 64.29% of the Concorde contexts, which resulted in a , correct. The Chrysler Concorde is similar to the other cars. In all, 161 rules were supplied for the Concorde. Here, the excess of 2% improvement in the percentage correct over the Nissan may be attributed to transference from the Voyager. Finally, the Acura Legend, which is similar to all the other cars, gets 69.57% of the Acura contexts, which resulted in a , correct. In all, 154 rules were supplied for the Acura. Here, the improvement may be attributed to domain symmetry. KASER clearly has not lost its knowledge of cars and appears to be approaching an asymptote for inductive accuracy. Once the knowledge base has been populated (as shown), this asymptote is more a function of the degree of inherent domain symmetry. The supra-linear propagation of corrections is evident from the fact that knowledge gained from a single domain transfers to a plethora of similar domains [26] . Clearly, as demonstrated by Fig. 8 , learning about cars facilitates learning about vans and vice versa.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Processing knowledge is abstract and dynamic. As future knowledge management applications attempt to mimic the human decision-making process, a language(s) is needed which can provide developers with the necessary tools to achieve these goals.
In conclusion, the knowledge-acquisition bottleneck has been and will continue to be broken. KASER offers itself as a novel and more creative type of expert system. This third-generation expert system computes with words and employs qualitative fuzzy reasoning. It also may be said to fail softly and for this reason is not brittle. KASER's cannot be realized through the exclusive use of predicate logic as they embed an inductive component. Furthermore, KASER's can in principle capture and otherwise represent virtually all of the domain knowledge possessed by a knowledge engineer. They can also predict their own likelihood of error through incorporation of a simply history function. They reason through a gradient descent or ordered search algorithm, which serves to minimize this error.
KASER has exhibited domain transference and supra-linear learning, which bear proportion to the inherent degree of domain symmetry. Finally, it introduces the use of single inheritance declarative object trees in expert systems. Such trees facilitate the capture of object-oriented semantic relations among rule predicates and serve the processes of metaphorical explanation as a consequence.
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